CCT Venues Plus—South Quay Travel Directions

TUBE AND DLR

From South Quay DLR, direction of Stratford/Bank DLR station (two minutes)
When travelling from the direction of Bank or Stratford, on exiting the train turn right and walk towards the front of the train and go down the exit of stairs onto Marsh Wall. Once onto street level, cross the road at the pedestrian crossing and then turn right, continue for a few minutes and turn left into the Thames Quay Estate. CCT Venues Plus—South Quay is the silver building at 193 Marsh Wall, next to Independent House.

From South Quay DLR, direction of Lewisham DLR station (two minutes)
When travelling from the direction of Lewisham, on exiting the train turn left and walk towards the back of the train and go down the exit of stairs onto Marsh Wall. Once onto street level, cross the road at the pedestrian crossing and then turn right. continue for a few minutes and turn left into the Thames Quay Estate. CCT Venues Plus—South Quay is the silver building at 193 Marsh Wall, next to Independent House.

If you require lift access to street level, lifts are located at the opposite direction of the stairs on the platform.
TUBE AND DLR (continued)

From Canary Wharf tube (8 minutes)

When travelling eastbound from the Jubilee Line (from the direction of London Bridge) on exiting the train, turn right and proceed **towards the back of the train to the furthest escalator**.

Take the escalator to the next level, through the barrier and straight up the far escalator to the open air concourse onto Bank Street. Take a left and directly in front of you is Jubilee Place and Obica Mozzarella Bar - walk through the building to the other side and you will come to a footbridge.

Cross the footbridge and turn left at the end, following the footpath along the waterfront. When you come to Goodman and Havez Restaurant, take a right and walk as far as you can and then take a left onto Marsh Wall. Walking over the water and pass South Quay DLR station on your right. Continue for a few minutes and CCT Venues Plus–South Quay is the next silver building along, next to Independent House.

LONDON AIRPORTS

London City (20 minutes)

Train leaves London City Airport DLR every 8 to 15 minutes with a journey time of 20 minutes to South Quay DLR. And then follow the directions from South Quay DLR station.